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Obituary

On April 28, 2020, the world lost a giant of medicine: Dr. Paul Alan Marks, a pioneer in human genetics, the architect of
the modern cancer center, and a former editor of this Journal (1967–1971) (Figure 1). Marks had humble beginnings in a
coal town in rural Pennsylvania, born to Russian Jewish immigrants employed in the clothing industry. Raised by his
grandparents in Brooklyn, Paul was taken under the wing of a high school teacher who had recently lost his physician son
in the ongoing World War II; this teacher helped inspire Paul to a career in medicine. While at Columbia, Paul’s fate was
sealed, when — as chance would have it — his roommate was the future Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg, who was
already doing research on genetics and who “literally dragged [him] into the lab,” as Paul told the JCI (1). Now
permanently hooked, Marks completed his MD degree and medical residency at Columbia before embarking on his
research career, which began at the NIH as a postdoctoral fellow in the laboratory led by enzymologist and later Nobel
laureate Arthur Kornberg. Returning to Columbia in 1955, Marks artfully combined enzymology and genetics with his
clinical interest in hematology using the relatively simple red blood cell as a model. In what is now considered classic
work, he soon discovered […]
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President’s Commission on the [Nuclear]
Accident at Three Mile Island.
Marks’ success at Columbia was
noticed across town. In 1974, the SloanKettering Institute was torn by a very
public research fraud scandal, causing a frank structural appraisal by its
Board, which included the venture capital pioneer Benno Schmidt and Laurance
Rockefeller, the Chair of the Board and
long-time patron of Memorial SloanKettering (MSK). They knew that fundamental changes would be needed, and in
1980, Marks agreed to lead the rebuilding effort as President. Marks found an
inbred culture, which he set about fixing
by insisting on a uniform and high standard of excellence, whether for basic or
clinical researchers, relying on external
peer review by stars in the field. There had
been no tenure system. Installing one provided Marks the catalyst and the means
to effect systemic changes. This dramatic
reshaping resulted in the globally influential concept of what a cancer center should
be. However, getting there was not without controversy, as famously captured in a
contemporaneous cover story in the New
York Times Sunday Magazine. Within a
decade, MSK Cancer Center (MSKCC)
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became the acknowledged world leader in
cancer research, training, and treatment.
Paul Marks’ impactful career at the
intersection of science, medicine, business, and government occurred in the
global epicenter of culture, New York City,
where he touched many people from many
walks of life. It seemed that everyone knew
Paul Marks — and that he knew everyone.
And not just scientists. In a typical visit to
his office, our meeting would be interrupted by a call from the Clinton White House
and, a few minutes later, from a US Senator. Then, a board member or family friend
seeking medical advice. Later, a banker
wanting Paul’s opinion on a biotech product. Once, the Israeli Prime Minister called
to say he was in town. All of this made Paul
memorable, made his own life interesting,
and also provided a springboard for the
prodigious fund-raising that helped him
to build the world’s greatest cancer center.
Paul and his wife, Joan, a major figure
in the field of genetic counseling, conducted MSKCC as an elegant extended family.
They made us all feel a part of their home
and life, and they shared their many and
varied interests in music, art, and travel. In
addition to Joan, Paul leaves three children
— Andrew Marks, MD; Matthew Marks;
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and Elizabeth Ostrer — as well as six grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
I had the privilege of working with Paul
at MSKCC from 1991 to late 1999, when he
retired as President as the century ended.
During that time, our family became part
of his family, and it remains so. There are
few, very few, people with whom virtually every encounter is etched in memory
because it was somehow remarkable. I was
privileged to have many singular moments
with this great man. When he was recruiting me, I was offered a standard faculty
office, about a third the size of my office
at Princeton, and I balked. He paused and,
only when the tension had peaked, said,
“Okay Jim. We can do that. But from now
on, you and I are going to have a relationship.” He really meant it.
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